Changing your goal/Schedule mode

It will take about a year for your institution to completely implement EduNav SmartPlan. Until then, there will be programs (degrees, certificates, etc.) that will not yet be supported. When SmartPlan creates a plan for you, it uses the program of study listed in Colleague. If you are working toward a goal SmartPlan doesn’t support yet, and you have not updated your program of study in Colleague, SmartPlan won’t be able to create a plan for you. Instead, you can add classes and build your own schedule in what is called scheduling mode.

Switching to scheduling mode

Your circumstances have changed. EduNav will still help you find the best schedule but is unable to help you with planning at this time.

Welcome to EduNav!

1. Add your courses and sections
2. Block time and set preferences
3. Edunav will suggest a schedule
4. Register for your classes

Continue
Changing your goal/Schedule mode

If you open your plan, your program of study is displayed at the top of the screen. If this is not your program of study, you can change it.

1. Scroll to the right.

2. Click Change Goal.

3. If your new goal is listed, click it. If it is not listed, click Other goal.
Changing your goal/Schedule mode

Scheduling mode will provide you a weekly schedule view from which to build your plan. Select the term you want to register for, and then add sections. When you are ready, click Register.

1. Select the term to which you want to add classes.
2. Search the catalog for classes and add them to your schedule.
3. Register for classes or update your registration.

Don’t worry if SmartPlan tells you your plan is not valid. You can still register.

As you build your plan, feel free to establish any preferences or constraints: block times you’re not available, adjust online/on campus classes, and set the number of days per week you wish to take classes.

Identify the college(s) from which you want to add classes.